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People who cannot afford to move to where the work 
is, people who cannot adhere to a traditional 9-5 
workday because they care for their families– remote 
work is already creating opportunities for them and this 
effect will only grow stronger. 43%



Teams with Good Energy
Performance
Problem-‐solving
Decision-‐making
Creativity
Helping	  others
Dealing	  with	  Conflict
Focus

Turnover
Absenteeism
Time	  lost	  to	  grumbling



You want Employees to Feel

•Valued

•Focused

•Purposeful





5	  Tools	  for	  Energizing	  TeamsPurpose

Positivity
Presence

Passion
Progress



STRUCTURED
communication



1. purpose



Connect to Purpose

Which of the following profession have the highest level of 
purpose?

1. Florists and gardeners
2. Hairdressers and aestheticians
3. Plumbers
4. Physicians and dentists
5. Teachers



Does your profession matter?
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PERCENTAGE	  	  WITH	  HIGH	  LEVEL	  OF	  PURPOSE
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Levels of purpose / meaning

Social

Collective

Task

Personal

My work relates to my 
values.

My work has some 
impact.

My work helps others 
succeed.

My work impacts society.



2. Passion



Passion means you care about the work.

If behaviorally passion is 
communicated through facial cues, 
body language and voice tone, how 

does this reach your distributed 
employees?



Tools to communicate passion:

•Preface with context
•Rules for tools
•Especially time sensitivity

•Video conferencing
•Structure for meetings/emails



3. presence



You lost the 
power of 
proximity



Perceptions of 
contribution

Watch out for



Presence means you pay attention

•Tune into the conversation

•Turn off distractions

•Contribute

•Ask questions



Notice more

Presence means you



4. positivity



Micro affirmations

Positivity means you value others



confidence
engagement
commitment



Book Clubs
Culture Clubs
Book Lists
Retreats
Town Halls
Events with families



Let them eat 
cake.



5. progress



Progress means you notice any progress.



MORE
Feedback

Distributed employees need…



5	  Tools	  for	  Energizing	  TeamsPurpose

Positivity
Presence

Passion
Progress



A	  Few	  Remote	  Team	  Communication	  Tools

Google	  docs
Trello
Asana
Base	  Camp
Slack

Zoom
Confluence
Email
Simulcast
Survey	  Monkey



You’re invited!



Stay in touch!

Email: laura@mixonian.com
Twitter: @lauramcamacho
Instagram: @themixonian

Facebook: Mixonian Institute


